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The purpose of this thesis is to show Virginia's reactions 
to John Brown's raid on Harper•s Ferry, nqt to John Brown, the 
man. For this reason the writer will begin with a brief identi-
fication of John Brown, followed by a statement of his purpose 
in invading Harper's Ferry and a description o~ the raid itself. 
The rest of the paper will be devoted to Virgir..!~'s reactions to 
the invasion, No attention iiill be given to the proceedings of 
Brown's trial, the question of-his sanity, or reactio.:·1s to 
Brown's execution. Information on these topics may be obtained 
from either Stephen Oates •s To Purp;e ·This Land ·.-lith Blood or 
Oswald G. Villard's John Brol'm. 
This paper covers the reactions from October 19, 1859, 
to January JO, 1860. The cut-off date "";as chosen for two 
reasons; first, most reactions to the raid had 
been expressed by then; and~secQnd, at this time in the United 
States many issues were contributing to the sectionalism in 
the nation, and 1t is necessary to cut off the reactions to 
one issue in order not to get them confused with those of 
another issue. 
VIRGINIA •s REACTIONS TO JOHN BROVlN 'S 
RAID ON HARPER'S FERRY, OCTOBER 16-18, 1859 
By October 1859, the North and South were greatly at odds 
over the question of slavery. Although the Compromise of 1850 
had quieted both sides for a while, the Kansas-Nebraska Bill of 
1854 thrust the problem of extension of slavery once again to 
the fore. The Dred Scott decision of 1857 was ·a victory for the 
pro-slavery men, denying that a slave living in free territory 
became free, and establishing tho unconstitutionality or the 
Missouri Compromise. Sectional feelings were reaching their 
height when John Brown invaded the small town of Harper's Ferry, 
then in northwestern Virginia. This raid only added fuel to 
the flames of these feelings. 
John Brown, a native of Connecticut, had been an abolitionist 
for many years, but it was not until 1850, when, at fifty years 
of age, the idea of forcibly freeing slaves doQ!nated his thoughts. 
The episode in Kansas at Pottawatomie, where five pro-slavery men 
were brutally murdered by Brown and his six follc~;~rs, revealed 
his extremism. Intent on bringing the issue to the South, his 
next mission was to liberate the slaves of the South, and Harper's 
Ferry was to be his first target. 
Harper's Ferry, a town of 2,500, was not chosen for its large 
slave population, having only eighty-eight slaves. Brown needed 
t~a arms situated in the government armory and arsenal there to carry out 
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his mission. After gaining control of these government houses, 
Brown envisioned that he and his raiders had only to wait for 
the dissident whites and rebellious slaves from the surrounding 
area to hear of the raid and rally to their cause. The raid would 
be quick and unexpected, and the slaveholders of the area, so over-
whelmed by fear and confusion at the sight of the multitude of 
supporters, would be unable to fight back. \-11th the guns, Brown 
and his followers would move southward, groups being sent out 
continuously to free more slaves, expropriate arms, and spread 
terror. Upon reaching Tennessee and Alabama, liberating all along 
the way, Brown anticipated that the "revolution" would spread 
spontaneously throughout the deep South.l A democratic state 
composed of whites and freed slaves would be organized, under 
Brown's Provisional Constitution, in the conquered territory.2 
Even if the Harper's Ferry raid failed, Brown expressed his 
opinion that "the attempt would provoke such a violent sectional 
crisis that hopefully a war would break out in which slavery would 
be destroyed. .. J • • • 
To frame these final plans John Brown ent~red Harper's Ferry 
on July J, 1859, and rented the Kennedy farm, located seven miles 
from the town on the Maryland side of the Potomac River.4 From 
this point he waited for his recruits, and money an~ other aid 
from his supporters in the Northa Gerrit Smith of New York, 
Franklin Sanborn, Thomas W. Higginson, Samuel G. Howe, George 
Stearns, and Theodore Parlcer of Hassachusotts, and the Hassachusetts 
's 
State Kansas Committee, an abolitionist society, formed around 
,. ' 
1855 to aid and arm free-state settlers in Kansas.-' 
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By October, with arms for ~,300 men,6 Brown was ready to 
attack. He and eighteen or his twenty-one recruits marched into 
Harper's Ferry Sunday, October 16, 1859, about 10:00 p.m. 
Along the l'lay they had cut the telegraph lines to the east and 
west of the town and succeeded in taking possession of the bridge 
connecting Naryland and Virginia. Upon entering the town, Bro\m 
and his raiders seized the armory and arsenal, and secured 
possession or a nearby private rifle store, Hall's Rifle Works. 
In the processes and soon afterward they took hostages from the 
town's streets and the surrounding area, and liberated ten 
slaves, leading all of them to the armory, where Brown had 
situated himself. 
To this point Brown had operated quietly and without alarming 
the community, but people were awakened as the night wore on. 
One of Brown's men shot and wounded the railroad watchman, who, 
nevertheless, got away, took cover, and shortly thereafter 
stopped a passing train on its way to Frederick to tell the 
conductor of the invasion. At this time, Hayward Shephard, 
the station baggage master, was mortally wounded while searching 
for the watchman; ironically, this first death was that of a 
free Negro. The commotion aroused the townspeople who gathered 
in the streets with arms. On learning the news both whites and 
blacks were pan1o-str1ken. Many fled to Bolivar Heights behind 
P~rper•s Ferry, while others sought solace in drink. The church 
cell tolled the alarm, spreading word of the invasion quickly 
throughout the neighboring vicinity. Brown had given the txain 
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permission to go throUgh, permitting the news to reach Baltimore, 
Richmond, and Washington. All of these cities would send arms 
and troops to quell this invasion. 
By llaOO a.m. Monday local militiamen and armed farmers 
were pouring into the chaotic town or Harper•s Ferry. Having 
first secured control of the bridges leading into I·!aryland, the 
Jefferson Guards.of Charlestown, Virginia, marched into town. 
The townspeople, with their arrival, descended from Bolivar 
Heights and joined in the fighting. Brown•s means of escape 
back to his rear guard in Nary land was now gone. After an 
abortive attempt at a ceasefire, losing a man in the effort, Brown 
with two raiders holding the arsenal, tr~erred himself, his 
men and most important prisoners into the fire-engine house. 
The other hostages were left unguarded in the watchroom of the 
engine house. 
The killing and vengeance continued. Brow.n•s men killed a 
town slaveowner, further angering the crowd. Around 2:00 p.m. 
a group of whites took· Hall • s Rifle vl orks from Brown • s men, killing 
the raider guarding it. Later that afternoon Hay or Becltham, dis-
turbed at the happenings in his town, ventured out from cover 
to see what was happening at the armory, and t-ras shot down. Th~ 
tell by late afternoon was three dead townspeople and four d~~d 
r:.iders. 
A company from ¥~rtinsburg, Vtrginia arrived soon after the 
:'JJ3.yor died. Forcing entry into the armory .:;ard, they succeeded 
·in cutting off Brown • s last means ot escape. Alt't:.ough unsuccessful 
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in rescuing the prisoners in the watchroom of the engine house, 
the company did gain control of the armory and arsenal. both 
deserted earlier by Brown's men. To add to this confusion, militia 
companies arrived from Shepherdstown and Frederick, increasing 
the noise about the a:t"lllory. l·Iili tia companies were also en 
route from Baltimore. 
The next morntng, Tuesday, October 1.8, United States forces, 
sent by President Buchanan under the command of Col. Robert E. Lee. 
seized the initiative. Harines took up positions outside the 
engine house armed with bayonets and sledge hammers. Although 
the doors to the engine house were barricaded, Brown realized 
that they could be battered down, yet still he refused the 
Harines• command for unconditional surrender. The latter pro-
ceeded to charge the doors, and although fired upon, gained 
entrance. Brown, wounded, was captured, along with two raiders 
with him in the engine house. Two other raiders with him had 
been killed in the struggle with the Harines. 
Later that morning Lt. J. E. B. Stuart, who had accompanied 
Lee, led a detachment to the Kennedy farm,where they seized a 
number of incriminating documents. Governor Henry A. Wise of 
Virginia arrived with troops that afternoon.? Upon hearing: of 
the raid on Honday W"Lse bad called out the militia around Harper• s 
Ferry, besides the Third Regiment of the Virginia Cavalry and the 
colonel of the First Virginia.a 
John Brown•s raid for slave liberation had died in thirty-six 
tours. No slave r .. a.c voluntarily joined Brown, and none of those 
fcrcibly liberated took up arms. The death toll was seventeen. 
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Two liberated slaves, three townsmen, one slaveowner, and one 
I1arine had died. Nine men were wounded. O'f Brown's group, 
ten were dead, including two of Brown•s sons, five raiders were 
captured, and the ~est had escaped, though two were later apprehended 
in Pennsylvania.9 None of the prisoners with Brown were harmed.lO 
Brown's preliminary examination was held October 25, and 
he was arraigned fo~ trial in a state court at Charlestown,ll 
on October 26. Having been Judged sane, on October 31 he was 
declared "guilty of treason and conspiring and advising with 
slaves and others to rebel, and murder in the first degree."12 
Brown was hanged on December 2, 1859 in the presence of 1,500 
soldiers and many spectators.lJ 
Brown's raiders,who had been captured, were also hanged, 
following state prosecutionr Edwin Coppoc, John Cook, Shields 
Green, and John Copeland on December 16J and Albert Hazlett 
and Aaron Stevens on March 16, 186o.l4 
The question immediatel~hy the cases t'lent to state 
courts ra~her than federal courts, as federal property had been 
attacked and seized in F~rper•s Ferry. Governor Wise was 
responsible for the decision. He argued that Brown would be 
lynched if not tried soo~and since federal prosecution took so 
long, the state court should try him.15 Also, v11se did not 1·1ant 
it said that his State was "forced to hide behind the federal 
government, and to obtain its help to punish those who Violated 
her soil and killed her cit1zens."l6 He "wanted to enhance~e 
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prestige of Virginia at the expense of Washington," besides adding 
"luster to his own political career among his fellow Southerners.···17 
Wise had aspirations of the Democratic nomination for the Presidency 
in 1860, as his term as governor was soon to expire .18 \>lise • s 
refusal to requests for clemency toward Bro~rn and his call to 
the General Assembly to arm Virginia should be viel'led 1n light 
of his political ambition. 
Brown's capture and the seizure of the incriminatory documents 
at Kennedy farm generated thA quick departure of Brm'ln's northern 
supporters. Of tho Secret Six, his main subscribers, Samuel G. 
Howe and George Stearns fled to Ca:n.ada on October 25. Gerri t 
Smith went temporarily insane and was sent to the State Asylum 
for the Insane at Utica. When ho discovered he would not be 
arrested, he regained his reason and 1-rent home. Franklin Sanborn 
fled to Canada also, but returned to Massachusetts four days 
later. He returned to Canada upon learning that the Senate 
investigating committee had ordered his arrest. Theodore Parker 
wzs dying in Italy. Thomas w. Higginson was the only member 
of the Secret Six to stay in the United States. He refused to 
burn his correspondence, planned a rescue for Brown, and helped 
John A. Andrew defend him. Two other men--Edwin Norton and 
Frederick Douglass--left for England because, while not supporting 
Brown's attempt, they know about his plan.l9 
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Northern reactions to the raid itself varied. Expression~ 
o~ approval were heard in the North, though issued mainly by the 
abolitionists. However, these statements of public approval, 
such as that of Louisa I'!ay Alcott, who tallced of Brown as "St. John 
the Just", 20 though loud, were few and could not outweigh the general 
disapproval and indignation felt by the majority of Northern 
citizens?1 Political and social liberals and conservatives opposed 
the violence, as well as the principle of invading another State. 
Edward Everett of Massachusetts, the vice-presidential candidate 
of the Constitutional Union party in 1860, and a staunch supporter 
of abolition (although afraid agitation for it would threaten 
the stability of the Union), was disgusted and alarmed.22 
Senator Simmons of Rhode Island spoke of Brown's raids "In his 
crime there was not one quality to redeem it from utter detestat1on."2J 
The Republican party also denounced Bro~Tn's attempt. Senator 
Henry Wilson of Massachusetts, a supporter of abolition in the 
District of Columbia and the territories (~herever the government 
could abolish slavery), wrote that he knew of no Republican who 
24 
did not condemn the raid or at least regret it-
Nevertheless~ the South was horrified and angry. However, 
no longer could it say the Abolition North lacked "the courage 
25 
of its opinions". Hearing praises of Brown from such notable 
men as Ralph Waldo Emerson and Henry ~lads\'lorth Longfellow, 
Southerners felt th&t northern sentiment toward them had passed 
from "political antagonism to personal hate". 2 6 'rhey saw the 
Northerners as trying to murder them.2 'l nFear.itts:.; ~lave revolts 
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from within and invasion froiD without, southern towns from Jackson 
to Richmond alerted militia units and local defense companies, 
declared martial law, and embarked upon a reign of terror, repression, 
and censorship." In Texas, a minister was publicly whipped for 
2'8 simply criticizing the treatment of slaves. 
From the raid onward, all classes of whites in the South 
felt they must stand together against this "threat" to themselves.29 
Northern citizens had invaded a southern State and forcefullY 
attempted to destroy its own "peculiar institution" of slavery. 
The Richmond Enquirer, a pro-slavery and state. rights paper, 
was enrageds "The Harper's Ferry invasion has advanced the 
cause of Disunion more than any other event that has happened 
since the formation of the Government. • • • " :)O The disunionists 
had a new argument for secession though.few Southerners wanted 
disunion, Virginians feeling the same way. 
Virginia, the assaulted State had definite reactions to 
Brown's raid, which were, on the whole, similar to those responses 
elicited in the rest of the South. 
One reaction to the raid, certainly unexpected and unfortunate 
in the abolitionist point-of-view, was that Virginians saw the 
failure of the blacks to join Brown as evidence of the loyalty 
and contentment of the slave population. In a speech delivered 
to the Virginia soldiers on his return, on October 21, to Richmond 
f::om Harper's Ferry Wise said of Browns ''lie was ignorant, it seems, 
of the patriarchal relations in which our slaves are everywhere 
held by their mast~r~. and what bonds of affection and common 
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interest exist between them and their masters."Jl Some took 
the non-action of the slaves as evidence that they were happier 
than freedmen·!" "Southern slaves occupy a better position for 
happiness and virtue than their emancipated or fugitive brethren."J2 
Other Virginians thought the raid a farce because of the passive 
rather than active part played by the blacks: "The Negro stood 
by an unconcerned spectator of a pseudo-insurrection, in which, 
according to the programme, he should have played the leading 
character. It is in this fact which • • • will give to the 
Harper's Ferry tragedy the aspect of a farce •• • • ..JJ 
Virginians felt relieved, too, that the slaves had been mere 
spectators. Senator James !>I. Nason of Wincester expressod this 
sentiment in the Senate on December 15, 1859: "That those fields 
do not now present a scene of incendiarism and blood is owing only 
to the loyalty of the slaves upon the soil of Virginia ... 34 
Others went so far as to declare that the abolitionists would 
never be able to provoke a slave uprising: "The Harper's Ferry 
affair demonstrates the impossibility of corrupting our black 
J5 
population." Some Virginians even laughed at the northern 
radicals for attempting such a rebellion. The Harper's Ferry 
raid would "remain in history as the bitterest possible satire 
upon the flummery, grandiloquence, and sublimated trash of anti-
slavery efforts and literature."36 
A northwestern Virginia anti-slavery man, Francis H. Pierpont, 
an organizer of West Virginia, the governor of tho restored state 
of Virginia)? 1n 1861, and the governor or·v1rginia from the fall 
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of the Confederacy until 1868, expressed the opinion that if 
Virginians really believed that slave uprisings were impossible 
they "should insure kind and considerate treatment f'or slaves 
instead of calling down upon them restrictive legislation to limit 
their freedom and educational advantages."J8 However, his wish 
was ignored. Virginians were trying to reassure themselves of 
slave contentment, because th~y still feared the possibility of 
slave uprisings. Recommendations were made to the General Assembly 
for restrictions to be placed on Negroes, especially freedmen. 
In a November 28 meeting in Fauquier County, in northern Virginia, 
it was resolved: 
that the free negsfles of the Commom.;ealth who may be 
punishable by confinement in the Penitentiary, shall 
be sold as slaves for life; that our froe negroes shall 
remove from the Commonwealth within a time to be fixed 
by law and that all who shall refuse to do so within 
the prescribed period, shall be sold as slaves for life; 
that slaves shall not hereafter be ma.numi tted. vri thin 
tho State of Virginia by deed or l'lill •••• J9 
Governor Wise, a pro-slavery man, in his second message to the 
General Assembly on December 5, 1859, also made some recommendations 
in regard to Negroes, though less harsh tot-1ard free blacks: first 
he ~~ked them to 
regulate and restrain the intercommunication and inter-
course of slaves and free negroes to or from states 
north of Virginia. 
The most stringent lmo;s are required against all secret 
and nightly association of negroes, bond or free. 
I earnestly urge not to drive free negroes north. • • • 
Porce them to be constantly employed. Compel all idlers, 
vagabonds, persons of bad behavior, petty ~:;,:·ir:inals 
among them, to go upon the public works and labor under 
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guard. Encourage the worthy and respectable among us 
to remain, on condition of good behavior and habit~ of 
industr~~nd faithfulnes~. Allow them not to hold real 
e~tate. 
Thi~ fear of future slave uprisings was just one example of 
a general state of fear and panic existing throughout the State 
soon after the raid. Freedom of discussion was curtailed, and 
dead letter southern laws were brought to lifo. Before the raid 
persons of southern birth had been able to speak freely against 
slavery.4~ It was in Virginia that the tension ·was said to be 
tho greatest--the State being exposed to invasion from Pennsylvania 
and Ohio.42 Its citizens felt that the Northerners hated them 
and would support assassinations by their slaves or invasions or 
their soil.4J 
The Charlestown-Rarpor•s Ferry vicinity was especially in 
an uproar. Newspapc~s reported that armies of abolitionists 
had entered tho State "to incite the Negroes to rapine and murder." 
Fires set to barns and haystacks by "unknown incendiaries" were 
taken by the townspeople as signs for the slaves to ra~olt 
In Charlestown property of Brown •s jurors ~1as ignited, causing 
further panic. Women, afraid of being raped or murdered, barricaded 
themselves in their houses, while militia units crowded the town. 
Gov. Wise sent 400 troops to Charlestown and 150 to Harper's 
Forry, where tho citizens f~ared another invasion at any time. 
By December 2, tho date of Brown's hanging, 4,000 armod men 
existed in Virginia.~ 
Those troops were sent out pa~tially because rumors spread 
that an attompt might be made to rescue Brown. However, not all 
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felt that rescue attempts would be made and \'lith the heavy guard, 
in and around the town, there seemed little chance that an attempt 
would be successful. A heavy guard and two cannons stood at th~ 
jail housing Brown and the other raiders.45 Robert Young Conrad, 
a prominent lawyer of Hincester, state attorney-general, 1857-1862, 
and the man lo1ho refused to defend Bro'lm, in a letter to his 
daughter, dated November 27, 1859, from Winccster, expressed 
that opinion, "Not only is ther~ a well armed force of about 
1,000 men at Charlestown, but troops of mounted and well armed 
young men are scouring tho mountains, and guarding all the roads 
of approach along the west of us •••• They are surely on their 
guard and prepared."46 
Fears of rescuo and other invasions caused suspicion or 
outsiders, who often met the violence of the mob.47 Whereas 
resolutions had been submitted to the General Assembly calling 
for restrictions on Negroes to prevent uprisings, resolutions were 
now submitted to restrict strangers who might try to foment an 
insurrection. One was offered in tho House of Delegates requiring 
all persons from non-slaveholding states to take an oath to support 
the Constitution and laws of Virg1nia.48 The Joint Committee of 
the General Assembly on the Harper's Ferry Outrages, appointed 
by tho General Assembly on December 9 to investigate the raid 
and make recommendations, issued its report January 26, 1860, 
and in it requested "that the Committee of Courts of Justice be 
instructed to report such bills as may be necessary to secure the 
most prompt and effectual punishment of all foreign emissaries 
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and others who may be found guilty of conspiracy or seeking to 
incite our slaves to insurrcction."49 
Fear and anger had existed side by side from the start (October 16) 
but the fear had ,pogun ~o subs1de---oy December. and the wrath 
increased. Sectional f,eelings increased. The North was seen as 
the a.g~essor, the South as its innocent victim. John Col:eS:::.B.uthe:t;foord, 
son of Gov. Rutherfoord ( 1841-1842) , · himself a lawyer and Goochland'.-
County's representative in the House of Delegates, 1852-1865, 
expressed this sentiment well& "There is in the North a l.'lide-spread 
organization of conspirators, whose object is servile insurrection 
and the conflagration of Southern Society ••• ·:5~ Gov. Wise; in 
his first message to the General.Assembly on December 5, exclaimed: 
"This ·was no result of ordinary crimes •••• I~_s.-an extraordinary 
and actual invasion, by a sectional organization, specially upon 
slaveholders and upon their property in negro slaves. The home 
to be invaded was the home of domestic slavery. 
Ono event which demonstrates the intensity of fooling 
between the two sections was the return, on December 20, of 200 
medical students from the South, studying in Philadelphia, to 
ther::mcdical school in Richmond. 
They were met by the students, military companies, and 
citizens and marched to the Capitol Square, where a great 
crowd a\'lai ted them. Here they were addressed by Gov. 
Wise. At night the citizens gave them a bru1quet at 
the Columbia Hotel,.at·which 600 were present. Richmond 
gave them a hearty welcome to the city and to the college, 
of which she was proud. Through her efforts a few months-
later the legislatur52appropriatcd $30,000 for enlarging tho Medical College. 
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The indignation felt by Virginians bares itself by their 
attitudes toward Brown's sentence and execution. "The temper of 
the State was determined rather than hysterical. There was no 
exultation, on~y a grim satisfaction, over Brown's punishment. 
Tho crowd that pa:Oked the courthouse square at Cha.rlestown 
received the announcement of his sentence l'li th complete silence. ,.5 3 
A matter-of-fact attitude toward his execution was expressed by 
some. The Religious Herald, the Baptist newspaper in Virginia, 
voiced its opinion that "in pursuance of his sentence, John 
Bro~m this day paid the Just penalty for his crimes ... 54 Robert E. 
Lee wrote in his diary for December 2, 1859; "John Bro1m ••• 
after a fair and lengthy trial was hung [sic] at Charlestol'm • .. 55 
Letters were sent to Governor Wise asking for Brown's life 
to be spared. Northern conservatives and even some Southerners 
called on Wise to deny the northern radicals the chance to canonize 
Brown, to malce him a martyr. 5 6 Other letters l'rere written for 
humanitarian reasons. Virginia opinion, according to the Richmond 
Whig, was unanimous to1-rard execution a "This is tho stern and ir-
reversible decree, not only of the authorities of Virginia, but 
of the people of Virginia, without a dissenting voice."57 
However, two voices ~ heard in Virginia. The Clarke 
Journal of Berryville, Virginia, held che minority view: 
Will it do more good to go on spedding blood while we 
can find any to shed, or to stop bm<~ and confine the 
rest for lifo? Our judgment is i • • in favor of the 
latter. Nore good can be done, as a pure question of 
policy, by staying the effusion of bloo~ ••• ·As a pure 
question of policy, we have most to gain by a moderate, 
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placable, conservative course •••• We must remember 
that but a small part of the Christian and civilized 
~orld are on our side in regard to Slavery.58 
The Richmond Whig,an extremely vocal pro-slavery and states 
rights paper, nonetheless. held the popular view in being strongly 
against clemency: 
The miserable old traitor and murderer belongs to th~ 
gallows, and the gallows will have its own, in spite 
of the threatcnings and maladictions of the North, 
and the world combined • 
• • .The majesty of law and the outraged sovereignty 
of Virginia can be vindicated and revenged only by the 
death of these miscreants.59 
Governor Wise refused to mitigate Brown's sentence. As 
head of the State, he asserted that it was within Virginia's 
power to punish Brown as she saw fit, in spite of requests and 
clamouring for his life to be spared. Wise wrote on this matter: 
Was it ever lcnown before that it would be impolitic 
for a state to execute her laws against tho highest 
crimes without bringing down upon herself the vengeance 
of a publ~c sentiment outside of her limits and hostile 
to her laws? • • • And I therefore say to you firmly 
that I have pregisely tho nerve enough to let him be 
exocuted. • •• 0 
In a letter from Major Preston, military guard for the 
execution, to his wife, written on December 2 from Charlestown, 
he well sums up Virginia's attitude: 
The moral of the scone was the great point. A sovereign 
State had been assailed, and she had uttered but a hint, 
and her sons had hastened to show that they were ready 
to defend her. Law had been v1olat~d by actual murder 
and attempted treason, and that gibbet was erected by 
Law, and to uphold Law u~ this military force assembled. 
But greater still, God's holy law and righteous Will was 
vindicated •••• 'Whoso shoddeth man's blood, by man 
shall his blood be shed.• And hero the gray-haired 
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man of violence meets his fate •••• So perish a11
6
such 
enemies of Virginia! all such enemies of ~he Union! 1 
Virginians felt they needed to arm to defend their State 
from further "enemy" assaults. Senator James r-r. Hason of 
!· 
~~ 
Wincester. a southern rights advocate and a pro-slavery man, 
believing that Brown's raid was condemned in the North only because 
it failed, saw no reason why the southe~n States should not arm: 
"In view of the sympathy for him in the North and the persistent 
efforts of the sectional party there to inter~ere with the rights 
of the South, it was not at all strange that the Southern States 
should deem it proper to arm themselves and prepare for any 
contingency that might arise ... 62 
The people of Virginia were not arming for aggressive reasons, 
but for self-defense and self-defense only. 63 A State had the 
right to live in peace under its own laws.64 Virginia must be 
able to defend herself it another invasion occurred. Gov. Wise, 
disappointed that u. s. Marines, not Virginia volunteers, had 
captured the raiders, 65 spoke of the pressing need for organization 
of the military. In the speech delivered to Virginia soldiers 
on October 21, he said: "Virginia and other slaveholding States 
must rely on themselves. This is a severe lesson, and we must 
profit at once by its teachings. It urges upon us stronger than 
proclamations, the necessity for the thorou~h o~ganization, arming 
and drilling of our militia."66 \o11lliam c. Rives, a former u.s. 
Senator and minister to Frana~, an intellectual, and a strong 
anti-secessionist, proposodz 
1~ 
Let the Ieg~.slature of Vi~ginia • • • make every necessary 
and proper prevision for strenghening the defensive attitude 
of the ;~)tate--Let the discipline and organization of 
the bod~t of the mill tia be improved--Let the formation 
of volu:J.teer corps be encouraged--Let thg requisite arms 
be procured and f~~ished to both. • • • 7 
Defensive preparations were also advocated on the floor of 
the General Assembly, the only body ttith tho power and resources 
to command armament. In the House of Delegates on December 7, 
Gen. James L. Kemper, one of the most influential members of the 
legislature, and future governor of the State (1874-77), exclaimed: 
"All Virginia • • • should stand forth as one nan and say to fan-
aticism, in her own language, whenever you advance a hostile 
foot upon our soil, we will welcome you with bloody hands and 
to hospitable graves ... 68 The Joint Committee of the General 
Assembly on Harper's Ferry also called for armament: 
i.Jhen 1-te are threatened 'i'Ti th the knife of the assassin 
and the torch of the incendiary, we can not fold our 
arms in blind security. We have no desire to rupture 
the political, commercial, or social ties which bind 
us to the North, so long as our rights arc respected. 
But, admonished by the past, it is our duty to prepare 
for the future by placing ourselves in an attitude of 
defense •••• 
Your committee therefore recommend to the General Assembly 
the following resolutions for adoption: 
Resolved, that the appropriate standing committee of 
the two Houses of the General Assembly, be instructed 
to prepare and report such bills as in their judgment 
may be necessary to organize, arm and equip tho militia 
of the State for active and efficient service •••• 69 
However, the General Assembly had not been sitting idly, 
waiting for the committee's report. Gov. Hise,in his message 
to the legislature on its opening day (December 5, 1859), called 
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on the State to "'organize and arm."70 The Senate, recognizing 
the necessity of preparation to. meet another invasion, should 
one occur, had, by December 6, taken action. A committee on 
military affairs ~:ould be appointed at tho beginning of each 
session, and the entire stock of arms \'rould be improved. 7l 
In January, still before the Joint Committee's report, both 
houses or the legislature had passed, by large majorities, "an 
act making an appropriation for the purchase and manufacture of 
arm:!l and munitions of 1-'ra:r." The Public Armory in Richmond, by 
the introduction of machinery and other nece~sities, would begin 
the manufscture and repair of arms for the use of the State 
m111 tia.. The Governor· ~ras authorized the necessary machinery and 
a master armorer would be employed to direct the manufacture 
and repair. A commission, appoint~d by the Governor, was authorized 
$180,000 for the purchase of arms, equipment and munition, to 
be spread about the exposed parts of the State.72 
Neanwhile, Virginians had been taking up arms from the time 
the first news of the raid reached the people. Governor Wise, 
a man who favored fighting in th@ Union, but upholding southern 
rights with force if necessary, had assembled the militia of the 
State and had sent approximately 1,600 men to Harper's F~rry since 
Oetober?J He claimed he had been "compelled, by the apprehension 
of a most unparalleled border war, to place the State 1n as full 
military defenso as if foreign enemies had invaded the country."74 
The Richmond Whig reported: "We open scarcely an ex·ehange--
wo receive scarcely a letter--that does not assure us of the 
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indignation of our citizens at the Harper's Ferry outrage, and 
their determination to neglect no preparation for their o1m 
defense."75 The movement which began in Richmond spread quickly 
through tho rest of Virginia. Students at the University or 
Virginia expressed their desire to help put down the robellion.76 
Old military organizations joined with nel'l ones in preparing to 
meet an emergency. In Goochland County, located west of Richmond, 
young men, sons of rich planters, enthusiastically organized a 
troop of caYalry. They apparently thought this arming to be a 
great sport and .a showy affairs "Their horses wcro thoroughbred 
hunters; their uniforms, arms, and equipment were bought regardless 
of expense; the price of the saddlecloth of any one of them would 
have paid for the complete outfit of a Confederate trooper three 
years later •••• "77 
In November, while existing military companies drilled, 
counties throughout the State held meetings to organize and equip 
new militias. The Richmond \·lh1p; reported such assemblies in 
Shenandoah, Amherst, Caroline, Harro11ton, Fredericksburg, Culpeper, 
Petersburg, Prince G~orge, Jefferson, Eastern Shore, and other 
Virginia counties.78 Orange County, in central Virginia, organized 
tl'lO volunteer companies who "recci ved arms, and equipments, wex-e 
uniformed, and began regular drills in preparation for the direful 
conflict which everybody felt was coming •••• "79 In these 
meetings the counties also created vigilance committees to protect 
their citizens. The duties of this com>ui ttee in Dim·Tiddie County, 
wnst of Petersburg, were "to protect property and preserve order, 
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and to bring to speedy legal punishment any person who may 
attempt to arouse the negroes to insurrection, or to disseminate 
ideas o~ ~reedom amongst the slaves," and, in Amherst, located 
east o~ Lexington, "to watch for, and expel from the borders of 
our county, all strange persons, who m~y como amongst us under 
suspicious circumstances, and who may be reasonably supposed to 
bo suitable for emissaries for producing similar outrages in 
our midst."80 
That c1 tizens of one section of the country t'lould invade a 
State of the other had greatly alarmed Virginians, but they 
were all the more astonished that wealthy and influencial 
Northern persons had contributed to the undertaking and t·r~re even 
trying to make a. hero of Brm·m. William Rives was amazed to hear 
of praise for Brown and his attempt: 
It was certainly not unrcasonablo,to expect, when a crim~ 
of the deepest atrocity had been committed against the 
peace and safety of a sister State of this confederacy, 
marked by every circumstance of cold-blooded treachery; 
and leading, in its consequences, to unmentionable horrors, 
that but one voice of indign~~t reprobation would have 
been heard throUgh the land. 
Around I1arch, 1860, after the governors of Ohio and Iowa refused 
to extradite some of Brown's men who had escaped there from 
liarp~r•s Ferry, Gov. John Letcher, the succossor of Gov. Wise, 
and a supportor o~ slavery and state rights, yet an opponent of 
sc:.~ss1on, angrily exclaimed that Virginia • s rights seemed "less 
an,t less secure" w1 thin the Union. 82 
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Virginians saw fit tc :::· i .. ~~!'! the blame for Harper • s Ferry on 
the northern abolitionists. Hugh Blair Grigsby, the foremost 
Virginia historian in the nineteenth century, claimed the raid 
was "an instance of the folly and stupidity of the abolitionists. ,.RJ 
Gov. Wise had placedsomo blame on Canada for furnishing asylums 
for fugitives. and in other ways cooperating with the abolitionists,84 
but the brunt of the attack \'las on the "Blacl{ Republicans'.'. In 
Staunton the raid t'las seen as "the legitimate result of the fanatical 
and treasonable teachings of Hilliam H. Seward and his party ... 8.5 
Roger A. Pryor, u. s. Congressman from Petersburg, felt the raid 
was the natural result of the Republican party•s teaching, and 
appeared to doubt the party spok~sm~n's honesty when they claimed 
to deplore John Brown's actions. Sarcastically, hs said, on the 
floor of the House of Roprcsentat1 vos: "After sm'ling the country 
broadcast with their dragons•-tceth publications of violence 
and sedition, they are amazed at the irruption of armed men into 
Harper's Ferry."86 According to the Joint Committee on Harper's 
Forry, the South could expect more such invasions as long as the 
Republican party maintained "its sectional organization and its 
present doctrine3.~ It claimed that even the party's existence 
was an offense to the South.87 
Virginians wished for the defeat of the Republican party 
in the upcoming (1860) election. The editor of the Clarksville 
Tobacco Plant, returning from the North and finding such disapproval 
of the raid there, t-1as satisfied that "one of the results of the 
~ffair will be to entail defeat upon tho entire abolition party 
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of the North," and the Richmond ~·lh1g expressed its hope that the 
Clarksville editor \'ras correct--"that defeat and disgrace may so 
settle do~m on the Abolition party as to drive them to renounce 
88 their diabolical doctrines and adopt conservative opinions." 
The Richmond Enguiror felt their defeat would greatly improve 
conditions between the States of the Union: "Tho defeat of 
the Republican party. • • • l'Tould do much to restore confidence 
at the South; it would strengthen the hands or the Union men, and 
would tend to allay the excitement now existing throughout 
tho Southern States. • • • u89 
However, if the Republicans should win the election, many 
Virginians felt that secession must como. In F~incc Edward County 
the election was seen as tho decider of the fate of the Union.90 
John Rutherfoord claimed that with a Republican victory he would 
be convinced of the hostility and antagonism of the North, and 
therefore Virginia should quit the Union.91 u. s. Senator R. H. T. 
an a 
Hunter, of Lloyds,/exponent of state rights and/champion of Calhoun, 
later a statesman in the Confederacy, exclaimed: "I will not, 
as yet, despair of the Union ...... 92 
Heanwhile, Virginia, lrnol·ling that the majority of Northerners 
condemned the raid, called upon these northern moderates to 
speak up and take action to prevent other "raids", if the Union 
was to be preserved. It l-ras not until December that the first 
conservative meeting was held in the North. at Old Fanou11 Batt 
in Boston, to denounce the raid. But, this meeting and others 
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affirmed their loyalty to the Union, and Virginians wanted more 
than this. The Richmond Hhig expressed this opinion tihen it :said 
that resolutions 1-1ere fine but must be follm'led by "earnest, 
persistent, energetic action • • • and by proper results at 
the polls."9J Sives expressed his hope that the ballot-box 
would be used to redress the South's grievances and called on 
Virginia and the rest of the South to act carefully so as not 
to check the North's movements in this direction.94 
The future of the Union was thrust into the hands of the 
North. Nathaniel Francis Cabell, an author, interested primariily 
in religion and the history of agriculture, suggested that the 
North should begin enforcing fugitive slave laws and making moves 
to prevent outrages like Bro1m's in the future. 95 The Joint 
Committee on Harper's Ferry claimed that the North should have 
prevented the organization of the Republican party, but had not 
because of their inactivity. The Committee, calling for action 
by the North, stated that if the North would shm-1 a readiness to 
fulfill their obligations to the Union, the Union could be saved: 
"As Virginia was among the foremost in the struggle for national 
independence, and contributed as much as any other State to the 
formation of the constitutional Union, she would be among tho last 
to abandon it, provided its obligations be faithfully observed."96 
s1t:.therfoord expressed the same opinion: "There l'Tould be ground 
to hope for the Union ••• if Northern conservatives would bear 
o·jher fruit than words; if it would enforce constitutional 
guarantees for the protection of our propert~ ..... 97 
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A wajor1ty of Virginians opposed secession. James A. Seddon 
of Fredericksburg, former Congressman, Confeder~te secretary of 
war, and a follower of Calhoun, favored pcrcancncy of the Union. 
He disliked tho way Gov. i-11se had identified the small group 
of raiders t'lith the entire anti-slavery North. 98 Prince Edl'lard 
County did not think Bro~·m's raid -;-;arrantcd disunion: .. Although 
the South has suffered injuries and insults from the North, 1>1e do 
not believe the South is justified in separating from the North 
at tho cost of civil war; -w·re value and cherish the constitutional 
union for its benefits, memories and promise."99 William Rives 
favored solving problems within the Union, as tho future of a 
seceded State was uncertain; 
If evils arise from time to time • • • let us seek a 
remedy for them within the Union a~ it is. 
Let us not, upon the sudden appearance of a squall, 
or bocauso one or tt·ro of the crcl·T have mutinied, dcse·rt 
our good ship, the Constitution, abandon our comrades, 
and, in a panic betake ourselves to the crazy raft of 
secession, t·rhich will conduct us, r-1e kno1·1 not whither, 
amid tho trackless uncertainties of the ocean, i£0Bot overwhelmed at once, beneath its stormy billows. 
However, many of this majority favoring the preservation 
of the Union felt that if outrages like Harper's Ferry continued 
against Virginia and the South, greater peace could probably 
be 1"ound outside the Union. Virginia '\'ranted assurances from the. 
N0 rth that her rights as a State would be respected. Citizens 
of Hanover County, north of Richmond, in a meeting on November 22, 
1859, expressed this feeling: "That ~·rhilst we 'iould prefer to 
remain in the Union, no fears of th~ consequences resulting from 
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its dissolution will induce us to submit to remain therein, 
without some strong guarantee that 1·re can do so ~rithout the 
disturbance of our repose or the molestation of our rights."lOl 
The Richmond Enquirer felt that if something t·ras not done to 
ensure the safety and rights of the State disunion should comez 
.. i-Iill an existence as separate and independent nations bring any 
greater calamities?"l02 William Green, a very competent Virginia 
lawyer, who was retained by Broi·m after his conviction to apply 
for appeal, in a letter to John A. Andrew of Massachusetts, 
a supporter of Bro1m • s actions, and governor of Massachusetts 
in 1861, stated a similar opinion: 
Hhen ever it shall appear, that the mind of Ne~1 England 
has adopted the doctrine of the Higher Lm<T, 't·J'i th Brol'm • .s 
illustration of its practical l'ror1c1ng, then will the 
time have arrived when the South, for scl~-presorvation, 
must dissolve the political bonds which have hitherto 
cemented the two. • • • 
That such a time may never com§ is an earnest wish ot• 
my heart as a patriot •••• 10 
The Richmond Whig shared the belief with ethers that if relations 
between North and South wore not improved Virginia should secede' 
.. If the tl'to sections can•t live together in peace, in security, 
in mutual respect and kindness, then we say let the two sections 
part company •• ul04 • • 
Outside of Virginia, in Vlashington, D. c., Virginia Senators 
and Congressmen brought to the floor of Congress tho sentiments 
o~ Virginians regarding the future of the Union. As .expressed 
by the Senate Committee, chaired by Sen. Nason, ""rhich investigated 
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the raid, continun.nco of the Union depe::1dcd upon tho States, of 
the North especially~ to see that similar invnsions did not 
reoccur. Issuing its report in mid-January it concluded: "If 
the several States ••• do not hold it incumbent on them, after 
the experience of the country, to guard in future by appropriate 
legislation against occurrences similar to the one here inquired 
into, the committee can find no guarantee elsouherc for tho 
security or peace between the States of the Union ... 105 Rep. \-lilliam 
Smith or Warrenton, governor of Virginia, 1846-49, and Civil Har 
governor, 1864-65, explained that the South wished to stand by 
use 
the Union, but l'lOUld/forco, if necessary, to defend itself from 
northern aggressions.106 
Some Virginians, how·over, felt that disunion was inevitable 
Gov. Letcher, in December, said he thought tho Union would bo 
dissolved soonl07 __ while a few others hoped the raid would lead 
Virginia to secede, and used it for their secessionist arguments. 
According to Edm~~d Ruffin, agriculturist, publisher, ardent 
defender of slavery, and one of the first secessionists in Virginia, 
•the only safeguard from the insane hostility of the North" was 
secession.l08 Ruffin wanted to use the raid as an excuse to 
secede and called on southern disunionists to "agitate and exasperate 
1 r ~~ 
the already highly excited indignation of the South._,:"' The 
invasion and the northern sympathy toward the raiders "afforded 
the best practical grounds for dissolution~f the Unio~ that the 
South had ever had. and that it ought not to be passed over."109 
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Nevertheless, disunionists were only a small fraction of 
Virginia's population. Nany Virginians even l'Ient so far with 
their "preserve the Union" sentiments that they opposed a 
meeting of Southerners to work out the South's problems in tho 
Union, feeling that these problems should be worked out by 
the Union as a whole. Hhen C. G. Mcmmingor, of South Carolina, 
proposed to Virginia a conference of delegates from all the southern 
States, the General Assembly rejected it, the vote in the Senate 
being J0-12 againstllo, and in the House of Delegates, 90-42 
against .lll This conference. in Hemminger • s ''lords, would have 
been "the exhibition of a united and detercincd purpose of 
resistance. And those 1-1ho believe that the Union cannot be 
preserved, will equally perceive that a southern conference is 
a necessary step to effective southern defense ... 112 Many in 
Virginia did favor such a conference. In October the Richmond 
Enguirer had discussed tho need for a southern conference, instead 
of public :neetings, to express public sentiment, 113 and o;·rhen 
Memminger proposed the conference in January, the paper heartily 
supported it.111f Ruthcrfoord, in November, had advocated a 
3outhern conference to issue demands to the federal government.ll5 
lio"~ever, a majority opposed such a conference. Gov. Letcher, in 
his first speech to the legislature, called for a convention of 
~11 the States in the Union to consider the questions dividing 
the nation in two. Opposing a conference of just the southern 
States, he called upon the General Assembly to act: "Tho 
legislature of Virginia must decide for a convention either of 
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the South or of the whole Union--the first ~rill inevitably disso'lve 
the Uniona the latter may perpetuate it and render it safe and 
:secure to the South."ll6 Rives strongly objected to the southii'!"Ml 
conference for t110 reasons: Virginia should be left to decide 
for herself \'lhat she \'till do, and the convcrJ.tlon w::>uld "serve 
to distract our attention, and prevent the concentration of our 
efforts on other measures of both a more legiti~te and a 
more efficient character." He felt the convention t-tould be 
unable to accomplish anything satisfactory •117 'I'he Senate, 
when it voted against the conference, also expressed its 
doubts that the convention would accomplish anything ""tor.thwhile: 
"Efficient co-operation "'till be more safely obtained by such 
direct legislative action of the several States as may be 
necessary and proper, than through the agency or an assemblage 
""rhich can exercise no legitimate pot·mr except to debate and 
advise."118 
as a rotaliato~y~meas~re, 
Opposed to secession/ Virginians, as early as October, 
advocated commercial non-intercourse with the North. It would 
build up :·: : .. VirgiJ'lia 's co!!l!:lcrcia.l· strength by ending hor 
previous dependenc~ on the North for trade, and besides, Virginia 
should be able to handle her own commerce in case the ties between 
t!-Hl North and South should be broken. Counties around the 
::·:1-::.te supported this scheme. In 1-lecklenburg, ir.. central southern 
Virginia, the people felt they could no longer depend on the 
support of the North: 
JO 
The inflt.n:unatory comments of a lr~rge portion of the 
northern press and people upon tLe late Q~p~rallelcd 
assault upon our rights, ~nd the comparative listlessness 
and apathy of the more conservative mass under circum-
stances that should call forth a general outburst of 
indignation, bring us to the painful conclu~ion, that 
l'Te cannot longer depend on tho North for any material 
support, and that it becomes us as a prudent people to 
look alone to our o~m resources for the protection of 
our property ~nd our lives, against the incursions of 
our enemies.l 9 
Other Virginians felt it was time to assert their commercial 
independence of the North. In Richmond, a meeting of the city 
merchants on December 1 discussed the importation of foreign goods 
which formerly had travelled through Northern ports. They 
resolved "that in the future, so far as our capital and 
facilities '\-Jill enable us to do so, •·re 1·1ill import our mm goods 
of foreign ~ro"·rth or manufacture direct to this port ... 120 
The merchants decided, for the sake of independence, to 
establish a direct shipping line between Richmond and Liverpool. 
Tt-rent:v. thousand dollars was donated at one meeting and later 
the merchants were able to purchase a ship and establish the 
line. 121 Also meeting in December in Richmon~ on this matter or 
commercial freedom, was the Central Southern Rights Association 
of Virginia, an organization founded in 1851 pledged to arrest 
the further aggression of non-slaveholding states on the rights 
or the South. Stating its objects as "the promotion of foreign 
commerce of Virginia and the Southern States generally, the 
.:;;Hcouragemcnt of Southern manufactures, and the protection o'f 
the Institution of Slavery," it called upon its members to 
"pledge themselves, as far as practicable, in their various 
Jl 
vocations to give a decided preference in purchasing, selling, 
using, and consuming productions directly imported into our own 
waters or produced in our own or one of our Sister Slaveholding 
States."122 
The Joint Committee on Harper's Ferry advocated non-intercourse 
more as a defensive measure, ca-lling on the General Assembly 
to adopt it,the same time it recommended to the legislature 
that the State arm. 12J 
Some Virginians thought that non-intercourse should not 
be limited simply to commercial matters. Nathaniel Cabell 
wrote a "It is :u:mg si nee i'lc began to raise our own Teachers and 
Preachers, and DoctorSJ let us carry on this good work to 
completion •••• We nust emancipate ourselves from that literary 
subservience to tho North ••• • vie l'lho have heretofore been rather 
literary consumers must no1-1 become producers ... 124 
Edmund Ruffin sat'l commercial non-intercourse as important 
in maintaining slavery: "The great and most operative cause 
of the corrupting of tho habits and morals of slaves and of the 
infusing into their minds of discontent and the spirit of 
insubordination" was the sale of liquor and other items by 
"vagrants or temporary sojourners" who were actually the .. hired 
emissaries of Northern associations and individuals." Through 
non-intercourse southern Negroes would be cut off from northern 
contacts.12S 
Probably the main motive behind advocations of commercial 
independence was the idea that the loss of trade ,,_ ·; / .- ..... - ••• ·y .... -. ..... ~. '-"'·- .._, ·-
J2 
would force the northern moderates to take action against the 
abolitionists. The North would take notice of the importance or 
the South to the Union. George Fitzhugh, la-;·;yer, sociologist, 
and stout defend~r of slavery, saw in this "disunion within the 
Union" a means of destroying the abolitionists. There \'Tould be 
no trade t'li th any northern State not respecting slave property 
by law and practice. The abolitionists would be brought to terms 
because "they cannot live without our trade, without slave products, 
and a slave-holding market for their commerce and manufactures. 
The Union is ~ if we choose to use it. .. 126 The • • • 
t\ 
J.\ Wincester Virginian, a strong advocate of non-intercourse, also 
saw it as the destruction of the abolitionists: "The sensitive 
pocket nerve is to be touched. Thousands of men thro'l':n out 
• • • 
of employment at the north will lead them to inquire into the 
cause, and as naturally will they visit upon the black republican 
authors and politicians their condemna:taon ... 127 
John Brown's raid increased sectional hostility bett'leen 
North and South, ~nd, tor this reason, can be considered a cause 
of the Civil War. Southerners were frightened and alarmed that 
northern citizens had forcefully attempted to liberate their 
slaves, and rightly so. Slavery was the system upon which the 
South depended to maintain her way of life, and therefore, an 
~ttempt to overthrow this system was seen as an effort to destroy 
southern society. Secessionists were given a n~n'T argument --
JJ 
if southern rights and institutions 't>;cre not to be respected 
in the Union then the states of the South must look for security 
and peace olse't'There. Ho't'rever, it toolt more than an attack by a 
fanatic and his band of eighteen men to cause Virginia to quit 
the constitutional confederacy sha valued so much. 
There were no more attaclts upon southern soil until 1861, ~w~,(J. 
whea Virginia did withdraw from the United States to join the 
Confederate States of America. Ho't'rcver, persons throughout the 
State had threatened that a Republican victory would be the 
signal for disunion, and although seven southern 3tates had 
seceded ono month before Lincoln's inauguration, Virginia remained 
firm in her commitment to the Constitution and the United 
ll.T done 
States. She had/all in her power to hold the Union togother.--
in 1860 she had opposed a southern conference that would probably 
have meant the secession of several states, and had voted for 
the Constitutional Union party over the sectional Brcckinridge 
Democratic party -- but when Lincoln called for troops against 
her sister slave-holding states Virginia felt it necessary to 
secede. 
The raid monopolized the headlines of Virginia papers and 
dominated the conversations and thoughts of her citizens for 
several months, but after tho excitement and anger began to subside 
Virginians were able to sec that preservation of the Union was 
.i~ore important than revenge. 
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